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Advisement vital in planning college career
Joe Lara

The PAN AMERICAN

Academic advisement is in full swing this week as students return from their
worry-free vacation.
The Counseling/Advisement Center is lending a helping hand to students in
need of both academic and personal counseling. The center has been busy setting up appointments for freshmen since the first week of February and will
continue through April 25.
''This advisement period is set up to give students an opportunity to discuss
course requirements that apply to their degree plan without having to stray,"
says academic advisor, Marta Lopez.
According to Lopez, the center not only advises freshmen, but also offers
advisement to TASP affected, returning students and those who are undecided
in their major. All other students must receive academic advisement from a faculty advisor in their respective department.
One of the main reasons it is important to attend your advi ement appointment is to receive your registration access code (RAC). Without an RAC, students cannot phone register for the coming summer essions nor the '97 fall
semester and will otherwise be forced to attend arena registration.
University department are offering advisement and giving out RACs now

Academic advisor Sonia Flores advises sophomore, Rebecca Boykin
about registering for classes.
through March 27. Students who do not know their current academic status
may go by the Counseling/Advisement Center located at the fifth floor of the
Student Services Building or contact the center's director Gloria Ramirez at
381-2529 for an appointment.

Faculty evaluations available to students
Jeff Owens
The PAN AMERICAN

Sophomore psychology major Kristina Rodriguez reviews the
faculty evaluations. This will help students get some Insight
on professors especially right before telephone resilstratloo.

Confused about what professor to take for English, Biology or Softball? This is the
dilemma students are faced with especially during advisement and regi tration time.
Student feedback is now available on professors in every department. Through a
cooperative effort by Student Government Association President, Romeo Diaz, and
Vice President for Business Affairs, James Langabeer, the faculty evaluation results
are now available to students.
"Mr. Langabeer saw ilie importance of this project and allowed me to see the project through," said Diaz.
With this project complete, students can now look at the evaluations of instructors
from previous students to evaluate ratings in different areas of teaching.
The information available includes the availability of the instructor outside of
classroom hours, rating of the instructor and encouragement level by the instructor.
Other information available is clarity of subject taught by instructor, clarity of syllabus and professional level of the instructor.
"Romeo brought the students' insight into the project, allowing me to get a better
understanding of students' needs," said Langabeer.
The list of evaluations is available in the reserve room on the first level of the
Learning Resource Center.
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NEWS BRIEFS
U'Ff.i'\thletes charge d with robber y

..

-

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) The Univer ity of Texas women's athletic
director says she's standing behind two Lady Longhorns athletes
arrested on charges of robbery by assault.
Sabrina Kelly, 21, an All-America track star from St. Petersburg,
Fla., and Angela Brown, 22, of Fulton, Mo., are accused of beating a
woman and stealing her purse outside an Austin nightclub last month,
police said.
Bo were arrested on second-degr ee felony charges after they
turned themselves in. If convicted, they fate up to 20 years in pri on
and a fine of $10,000. They were released on personal recognizance
bonds after bail was set at 3,500.
David Berst, who heads the enforcemen t division of the NCAA,
said he didn't know if this was the first time female collegiate athletes
had been charged with a crime.
Kelly, a senior, finished second in the 55-meter dash at tbe NCAA
Indoor Track Championsh ips last weekend to help Texas to a No. 2
finish nationally. Brown, a reserve forward on the basketball team.
has played in only two games this season.
Police spokeswom an Sally Muir said that although the as ault
allegedly occurred Feb. 23, arrest warrants were not issued immediately because officers had to find witnesses and take statements.
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Starbu cks increa ses coffee prices

-

SEATTLE (AP) Starbucks Coffee Co., a leading operator of pecialty coffee stores, is raising prices to reflect the rise in worldwide
coffee prices. The prices of most coffee beverages sold in its coffee
shops rose 5 cent beginning Friday, while the price of whole bean
ro e 30 cents per pound, the company said.
"After carefully monitoring and evaluating coffee costs, we have
made adecision to increase price in order to reflect the higher cost of
the greencoffee we buy, roast and sell," Starbucks said in a statement.
"We waited as long as we could to make this pricing decision, but
coffee costs remained at a high Jevel longer than expected."
Before the price increases, Starbucks' price for a tall regular coffee
ranged from $1.05 to $1.30 in its North American markets. The price
of a tall latte ranged from $1.75 to $2.55, pokesman Chris Gimbl
said.

Judge calls for "chem ical castration"

...

HARRISBU RG (AP) A Dauphin County judge who bas ordered 30
child mole ters and other ex offenders to be evaluated for "chemical
castration" is urging her peers across Pennsylvan ia to follow her lead.
"The traditional approach has not worked; therefore we must
expand our paradigms and explore new olutions," Common Pleas
Judge Jeannine Turgeon wrote in an article soon to be published in
the legal journal "Jurisprude nce."
Turgeon i believed to be the first judge in Pennsylvani a to recommend at the time of sentencing that some sex offenders should be
given drugs to curb sexual appetite. Proponents say the drugs reduce
the chance of repeat offen es.
Turgeon has not forced treatment upon defendants, as is required for
repeat child molesters in California, She believes it should be ordered
only with the individual's consent and only after a doctor deems it
medically appropriate.
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UTPA Dance Ensemble to present Spring Dance Concerts
The UTPA Dance Ensemble will present its Spring Dance Concert
Saturday and Sunday. The performances will be at 8 p.m. Saturday and
2 p.m. Sunday.
Founded in 1984, the UTPA Dance Ensemble is the Valley's only
modem dance company. The Ensemble is directed by Laura Grabowski,
artistic director and lecturer in the Department of Health and
Kinesiology.
This year's concert will feature six dance works, including two premieres. The concert will open with "Flights of Angels", one of the
works being premiered on the concert. Set to a core by Schubert,
"Flights of Angels" is a soaring, energetic and lyrical work. The other
new work, "First Goodbye", is a dance about facing loss. The first half
of the concert will clo e with "Seascape", a hypnotic work et to a
haunting score played on Celtic harp and cello.
The second half of the concert will begin with "Aviary", an airy dance
inspired by the movement of birds. Next will be "Shadow Wall", an
intensely emotional work that looks into some of the mind's darker corners. The concert will conclude with "Ancient Dreams", a powerful and
exciting dance with tribal flavor.
Admission for the concert will be $6 for adults and $3 for children, all
students, and UTPA faculty and staff. Tickets will be on sale one hours
before each performance, and the house will open 30 minutes before
curtain time.
The UTPA Dance Ensemble Spring Dance Concert will offer something for every taste and all ages. Make plans to join the Dance
Ensemble at the Fine Arts Auditorium, located near the comer of
University Drive and 4th Avenue. For more information contact the
company's Artistic Director, Laura Grabowski at 381-2315.

Photo by Tom Grabowski
Special to the PAN AMERICAN

Ensemble Dancers Susan Cheryl Thomas (left) and Yvonne
Michelle Barker.

Research Opportunity - Three senior manufacturing engineering majors at UTPA attended
a week long material science research workshop
earlier this year at Arizona State University
under a full scholarship from ASU. The students, who were paired with a doctoral or postdoctoral student mentor or faculty member, synthesized crystalline forms of sapphire and sulfide and studied film deposition. Students participating in this project were (left to right):
Javier Garcia of Weslaco, Fred Salinas of
Mission and Victor Solano of China, Nuevo Leon.
Also pictured ls Dr. Robert Jones, assistant professor of engineering.
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Q - If you won the lottery, woul d you quit scho ol?

No. I would want the
degree, but I would
not care much about
school. I could take
classes more than
once if I had to
because I would be
able to afford it.
Rick Silva
Junior, Mech. Eng.

No. I don't see why I
would quit school. As
hard as it Is, I enjoy
coming. I would take
my time In school and
use the money to do
things I enjoy.
Maggie Cruz
Soph., Education

No. I would become a
professional student,
but I would also travel
to places I would like
to see. I would also
give money to students lacking
finances for college.
Ben Carriaga
Soph., Education

~o. I think it Is good
to have an education.
You need something
to rely on In case you
lose all your money.

Yes. I would llke to
get married debt free
and give money to my
friends for their weddings. I would retum
to school after enjoyIng my fortune.

Tanya Lopez
Fresh., Psychology

Perla Martinez
Soph., English

By Iris Villalon

The Pan American
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Texas' First Lady to
visit UTPA

Texas' First Lady Barbara Bush

Texas' First Lady Laura Bu h
will be the featured speaker for the
Fourth Annual Benefit Event of the
Friends of the Library April 16 in
the University Ballroom.
Individual tickets for "An
Evening with Laura Bush" are $50
per person.Tables for 10 people
may be reserved at $500.
Re ervations must be made by

The PAN AMERICAN p.5
Photo by Jimmy Garcia
The PAN AMERICAN

March 31.
A social hour will at 6 p.m. will
precede the dinner scheduled for 7
p.m.
The governor's wife is a former
public chool teacher and librarian
with a degree in education from
Souther Methodi t University and
a ma ter' degree in library cience
from the UT Graduate School of
Library Science in Au tin.
She uses her public role as First
Lady of Texa to highlight literacy
and education in Texas. Bu h
erves on everal board , including
the advi ory board of the American
Library A sociation's Office of
Intellectual Freedom and the
national advi ory board of Reading
i Fundamental.
The program at UTPA is timed to
coincide with National Library
Week April 13-18. For more information call 381-2344.

Gil Guevara recites his
poetry at the Showcase
"Open Mlke" on
Tuesday. More activities are still planned
during Showcase.

UTPA & STCC STUDENTS
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AMA promotes university
The UTPA American Marketing Association
has adopted a new mission this semester. The
mission is to promote the university as a top
quality institution for higher education. The
main objective is to make potential college
freshmen aware of the fact that they do not have
to leave the Valley to receive a first rate education.
In the span of two weeks, AMA has addressed
close to 400 junior and senior high school students. Members of the organization stressed the
importance of receiving a college education and
promoted UTPA as a first choice college. This
situation presented a wonderful opportunity to
speak with the students on a personal level.
AMA members were able to draw on their experience a students and pass on advice.
More than half of the students were going to
be first generation college students and felt
relieved that they were able to speak to someone
about what to expect in college. AMA members
gave hints on registering by using personal mistakes so they could avoid problems.
A student by the name of Adri, a senior at
Nikki Rowe, said "I was so scared because I
didn't know what to expect, but now I feel more
calm and I'm actually getting excited."

Bridgett Olivarez, vocational counselor at
Nikki Rowe, stated, "This is exactly what these
kids needed ... someone that they could relate
with to sit down with them and converse with
them. It was great that someone was here that
could answer their questions by saying 'Yes, I
know because I've been through that."
The AMA members were not only there to
answer specific questions about college, but
also to inform the students on possible careers.
The presentation also devoted time to the
Internet and information about departmental
home pages. The students were also able to learn
more about the university's undergraduate programs and the type of campus events that are
organized by the university.
Another aspect stressed was that UTPA was
not just an undergraduate school. With quality
graduate programs such as the College of
Business Administration's masters and doctoral
programs, UTPA is becoming a university that
will be able to compete on any level with any
big name university.
AMA is also in the process of organizing a
mentor system. Each of the organization's members will be paired with an entering freshmen. It
will be their job to guide them through their first

semester make their first year at college a little
less intimidating. The Association is also trying
to organize a Buddy Day. On this day, each high
school student will be able join his/her mentor
for a day at college. They will be able to attend
classes and experience a typical day at college.
AMA is also organizing tours of the university
for these students. Recently, a group consisting
of 26 students from Nikki Rowe - JTPA and
Options High School visited UTPA. Students
were able to sit in on a lecture with 12 visiting
German students at the College of Business and
get a taste of what a college class would be like.
The group also saw the university campus and
some admitted being surprised at the size and at
the fact that it looked so nice.
AMA is intent in dispelling the notion that a
degree from the University of Texas - Pan
American is below average. There are more
plans on the table and more schools to enter to
try and fulfill this mission. AMA would like to
put UTPA on the map and make alumni, future
graduates, and potential employers aware that
UTPA is a school not to be overlooked, but
rather to be looked upon first.

1 BEEF PAlD • 1CHALUPA· RAr-Jc:HERO BEANS
SPANISH RICE · 16 OZ SoFr DRINK 0M.Y$l99
Everything is prepared fresh daily, with Mrs. Gs own secret recipes.
Open 7am till 10pm, Monday through Saturday

J•

and 8am till 10pm on Sunday.

EL BOSQUE APARTlVIENTS

For raster service, call ahead 383-0725
10% DtsrouNrTo Au. SlVDENTS, fAaJLlY & STAR= OF VTPA".

1609 West Schunior, Edinburg
• Only 15 minutes from the
Heart of McAllen
• Spacious 1, 2, 3, Bedrooms
• Two Swimming Pools
• Caring On-Site Management

•
•
•
•
•
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24 Hour Maintenance Service
Cabana with BBQ grills
2 Laundry Centers
Small Pets Welcome
Plenty of Parking
Walk to UTPA

Spacious Floorplans w/Designer Interiors
at a Surprisingly Limited Time Offer.

383-8382

'UTPA llle11hl•cal1on Requ,rea

Repro uctive Services
613 SESAME DRIVE WEST · HARLINGEN
In association with Adoption Affiliates
Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Education Programs • Adoptive Services
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: l-800464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Licensed by the Texas Department of Health
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College of Business Hosts
Texas Tech Professor
Dr. Shelby D. Hunt, Texas Tech professor, visited the UTPA campus on
March 5-6. He gave three presentations to graduate students and faculty.
Dr. Hunt covered such issues as Marketing Theory, the Resource
Advantage Theory of Competition and the importance of publishing in
today's academic world.
Dr. Hunt has published over one hundred articles on topics ranging from
competitive theory to marketing theory to franchising to social responsibility and ethics to consumer behavior. When asked how he feels the
research done by the academic community benefits the business world he
replied that it was the academics job to develop the general applications
and theories to solving problems that the practitioners could then modify
to make them applicable to their business. He also said that business
schools go wrong when they try to compete with trade schools rather than
focus on general business education.
Dr. Hunt also stressed the importance of education to the economic
growth of an area. He stated that, "In the post industrial society, the information age, education is not just the beginning, but the middle and the end
as well." He went on to state that any area that lets the development of its
knowledge and educational resources lag "will be doomed to lag in economic development" and also in developingn worthwhile jobs.
At the end of the interview, Dr. Hunt commented of how warm the
Valley is, not only the weather, but also the hospitality.

Scholarship recipients • The Edlnburt 2020
Cultural Activities Committee recently awarded
two $500 acholarshlp• to UTPA students majorlq
lo the Arts and Humanities. Pictured are scbolarsblp recipients Catherine Norquest 8IDd Olga
Garcia with WUI Davis, Dean of the Collete of
Uberat and Performlq Arts. Also pictured lo the
background are Unda Donahue and Oita Garcia.
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Summer & 1996-97 year

CRITERIA:
•Must be enrolled in at least 3 semester hours
•Must be in good standing (not on academic or disciplinary probation)
•Must have a 2.0 GPA
Proficiency in Quark Express, MacWrite Pro, Freehand,
Photoshop, Writing, Editing and Photography preferred.

Applications available in Student Publicattons Office, CAS 170

Deadline: Noon, April 11
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Remember to Vote in the
Student Elections- March 25th
and 26th
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR ...
Dear Editor
Our campus is once again being proposed a Student Union Building. This
SUB is to cost about $7 million, and the students are expected to pick up the
tab. From what I understand, in 3 years, if it is approved, it will cost students
$30 semester and $15 for the summer sessions. It is my personal opinion that
this is a waste of our money, and using the rationale that we will only pay for
it after it is built is unjustified. Why should the student's pay for this building? We are already paying thousands every semester for this institution and
the only thing we have to show for it, is nice landscaping. Now don't get me
wrong, this is a "cool" idea for those students who like to come to school and
hang out" but many students who spend a great deal of time at the library
studying (and it is a large population) do not have time to "hang out." But I
don't think we should all pay for something not all of us will get to use if we
don't have time to use it.
This proposal is being encourged in great part, not by the students, but by
administration. Now wait a second, I do not see our dean of students-Elsie
Davis or our vice president for student aftairs-Judy Vmson ever mingling
among students, and~ or building a working relationship with the student
population. I sincerely do not believe that.they are not going to benefit from
the acquisition of this new building. I also feel that we have not been given
all the answers about this famed Student Union Building. Is administration
hiding something from us students? Well, I believe we should look to other
avenues to arrive at a decision to the SUB and it will begin when all of us
take an active role in the decisions our University employees
(Administration) take regarding student life on campus.
There are 3 issues I would also like to address:
First, this University is in desperate need of a daycare. I challenge the
Committee on Women's Issues to take this matter seriously. This is a major
issue for women in America, it is a major issue for women at this University.
Second, there is a growing population of students with disablities and they
are not receiving appropriate accommodations on this campus. Although

Wednesday

Thursday

Country

College
Night

organizations are required to add a notice for students· needing special
accommodations, we are not instructed on how to accommodate them if they
should need it. I also challenge Ruben Garza to find a solution to this. Maybe
students as well as organizations should be given an orientation about the
rights and needs students with disabilities are entitiled to-we do pay our
fees for this and they do have evey right to get an education. Finally, our curriculum is educationally depriving us: we h~ve no minority studies" program
or Latina/o Chican&o studies program. This is a serious problem while other
campuses around the nation, smaller than ours, provide this to the student
population, our administration or division of academic affairs feels that we
do not need this. Why? Can't they see that our student population is mainly
Mexican-American? Open your eyes, guys. We also do not have a women
studies" or women's department once again women are also the majority on
campus, yet our curriculum, is not meeting the needs for women, and men,
interested in women's history and culture-especi ally Mexican-American
women, and we do have a history and culture.
These are priorities over a $7 million Student Union Building, if you want
to increase student morale then I suggest that administration as well as usthe students, begin to take this University seriously. If you want to get
involved then you should seek out organizations that are active participants
on campus, This is our University and we need to reclaim it, if these people
that are here to represent us, that we pay, then we have every right to ask for
their resignation if they are not doing their job. Without us, they would not
have a job at this University.
Gracias,
Mia-Marisol Buentello

Friday

Saturday

Sunday

Tejano

Tejano

Tejano

Country

Country

Country
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Any bitchin', moans or groans? Well there seems to be too many when it
come to an increase in student tuition. I hate to admit it, but it seems that no
matter what the increase stands for there is always those that oppose it. Whether
it is for a Student Union Building or an extra taco stand on campus, something
always has to be said in rebuttal.
Our student body has been given a second chance in creating something for
the students, made by the students. In recent years, I have seen buildings spring
up on campus like popcorn. None of these buildings are of use to me and unfortunately many other students also. Now that us as students receive an opportunity to vote on a facility that can benefit all, yes, including faculty, the mud starts
slinging in the air.
Tuition is always increasing each year and who knows where it goes? This
Student Union Building can be seen with our own eyes. Which brings me pleasure in seeing where at least some of my money is going to, unlike past increases.
Oops, I said the evil word - MONEY! There is one thing that those that are
opposed to this referendum need to understand, no matter how much of it you
have or how little you lack, one way or another the school will find a way to
take it from you. Take also to account that tuition for this university is tremendously low in comparison to other schools our size. I understand that an increase
in tuition can be a burden for some students but no one seemed to mention that
this increase, if approved, will also be covered by financial aid for those that are
receiving it. Which wipes off the sweat off of many students foreheads.
One last thing, everyone complains about how there is nothing to do on campus. Well, this is our chance to make that change. I seriously believe that the
image of this university is in high need of reconstructive surgery. More activities
and events need to be offered to the students but the kind of events that will
make students want to come to campus. Whether that includes beer drinking,
club parties, mini concerts, etc. All of this can be included in the Student Union.
Remember it i up to us to decide what we want in the this building. When is
the last time that the opinions of Pan American students have had any value to
the admini tration. This may be the only chance we may get, lets not blow it!
Rudy Enriquez I The Pan A!'lerican

nd Annual

Romeo Diaz and Carl Nelson prepare for a forum on
the Student Union referendum. The forums allow students to ask questions about the Student Union. The
next forum wlll be today at noon In the Business
Bldg. auc;lltorlum.

women's

Fair

Thursday, March 20, 1997
UC Ballroom
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. •
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.QpoM01ted by the
Committee on CWomen's 9ssues.
9n 1tecognition Ob CWomen' s Slisto1ty uUonth
Office of Student Development, Division of Student Affairs.
Your Student Service Fees At Work!
If pecial accommodations are neces ary, plea e contact the Office of Student
Activitie at 381-3676 so that appropriate arrangement can be made.
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The only way to fail this
test is not to take it.
KNOWLEDGE 1s POWER,

especially when it

comes to your health. And the truth is,
you can't get treated for HN if you don't
know you have it. So don't put it off. Get
tested. With Home Access Express,"' the
HIV-1 test you can t.ake in the privacy and
comfort of your own home.

ome ccess~

Home Access Express is greater than
99.9% accurate and easy to administer.

ExpREss

■

Prepare your test at home

■

Mail your sample

•Results Within 3 Days*

■

Call for results within three

• Greater Thon 99 9% •
._"loin lheil ..,0eni,i_""'-- •
ccurate

business days

• ConfKtentiot

Trained, caring professionals will answer
your questions and ease your mind-24
hours a day, seven days a week-with
complete confidentiality.
The Home Access Express HIV-1 test
is available at select pharmacies. Or
you can order by phone for direct,
confidential shipment to your home.
Call l-800-IDV-TEST.

Visit our web site at ruarw. lwrneru:r,ess. com
Jar more information.

and Anonymous

• Resulis 24 Hou~ aDoy
• One Spa,.. Technology

..

I

FEAT
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rom the cool to the cuttina edae. t 997 has brouaht us some new and some not
so new trends. The fashion forecast for example. calls for hiP huaaers. crop toPs
and frosted make-uP. Remind you of anYthine?
Vou·d think were were warped back into the ·1o·s. Accordine to CosmoPolitan·s
fashion Director. Enna Halie ... Desieners have come UP with brieht bellY-bearlna
camisoles that work in everyday situations... She also says that suede hipsters are the
Perfect Pairable bottoms for sprines bare toPs.
Body Piercine In men and women also seem to be on the rise this year. The most POP·
ular Pierced body Parts include the verY sexy belly button. liPs. nose. eyebrow. and the
tonque •
.. Body Piercine is an art that allows me to express myself and It looks eood." saYs
Aneela Olivarez. who has her liP Pierced. Another Painful trend is the infamous body art
commonly known as tattoos.
Amone the most frequently requested tattoos are hearts. flowers and cartoon characters. such as the Tazmanian Devil •
.. Tattoos are more POPUiar now because theY are not as taboo as they used to be."
says Ken Tinker. owner of Dixie Tattoo Studio... Better machines and briahter colors
make hieher qualltY tattoos. which in turn also increases their PoPularltY." adds
Tinker.
Maybe we can thank Dennis Rodman for maklna tattoos. body Plerclnd and hair
colorina trendY. As for the men. the casual look of loose flttlna Jeans and a name
brand shirt wm do the trick.
Ten Years from now you may look at this Paae and wonder ... Did I reallY wear
that?" Or even worse ... how do I aet this tattoo off my butt? .. But for now this ls
what•s STVLIN'!

F

Debbie Gonzalez shows off her fresh tattoo.

Story by Rachel Espinoza
Layout by Norma Castillo

Melissa Rios and Sonia Fuentes al
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Mike Bemal dlsPla,s his bod, Pierclna?.

For Women:
Frosted Colors
Strapped Sandals
Straight hair
For Men:
Casual Shirts
Loose jeans
Short hair
read» for SPrlna! at Unlcaues.

Dull Colors
Clog shoes
Permed hair

T-shirts
Tight jeans
Mushroom
haircut
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Bright, articulate people needed to
phone UT Pan Am graduates
and raise money for theAnnual Fund.
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GREAT BENEFITS!
Starting wage is $4.75 per hour with top
producers earning $6.00 per hour.

SET YOUR OWN SCHEDULE
Most caller will work
a maximum of three nights.

Apply at UC 108
!

.!
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I
I
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Great Selectio ns From Our
Low Fat. Low Calorie MenuHam

Inch Subs 97¾ Fat Free & Und.e r Breast &
I Six Veggie
Dclite™ • Roast Beef • Turkey Breast & Ham

I
I

1o70

Turkey Brea t • Ham • ubway Club

(Tl.

Discount to all students staff &
Faculty. Must present UTPA I.D.

I

I

I
I

UNFORTUNATEL~ TmS IS
WHERE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING TOO
MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.

E

ve ry year, a lot of people make a huge
mistake on their taxes. They wind up sending Un le Sam money they could be saving for
retirement.
Fortunately , that's a mistake you can
avoid with SRAs-tax- deferred annuities from
TIAA-CRE E SRAs not only ease your current
tax bite, they offer an easy way to build retirement
income-es pecially for the "extras" that your
pension and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributio ns are made in

before-tax. dollars, you pay less in tax.es now. And
since earnings on your SRAs are tax. deferred, your
money works even harder for you.
\ Vhat else do SRAs offer? The investment
choice, flexibility, and expertise of TIAA-CR EFAmerica's foremost retirement organizatio n.
\Vhy write off the chance for a more rewarding retirement? Stop by your benefits office
or call us at 1 800 842-2888 and find out how
TIAA-CRE F SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-c ref.org
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----------SHOIR.D IIE:
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'

1nclud111« charges and upon..,.
CREF «n1ti<., ...,. J,.,nbu1.d I>:,· TIAA-CREF lndl\·,dual and ln,uru,ionol Stn,c•s. Inc. For mor• cornpl<1< 1nforma11on.
.. nd money ~•• of fin,""' 2/97
ull I 800 ~2-273.l, ut•n•ion .;;o<l, (or• curr<nt CREF pr01p«1u• Rud 1h• p<OOfX<"•• car•'-11.v b.(oro ."°",.,,..,or

MISCELLANEOUS
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Cross Word Madness
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lit ll'fl'f

0

mater

5 Mast

0

9 Fellow
13 Booty

14 Sang-froid
15 Loose garment
16 Mountain lake
17 Competed In a
rodeo
18 Actress
Nazlmova
19 Basketball
game, of a kind
21 Attorney
23 Big book

,.,.w
.i•<

lit/Ji.ff A 1//f f,ltl't, ! ,, .,, lfJIO ......s 1. ,U'11C ........,,,, ~
<tfC Jllfllt1" '! OIi ~• ,t,
I~(.~ .,-,,. 'r• 66 !
R•• JU"'iA,:t 8Yf' Jlfllf 114A.Y6! - •
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24 Hawk

25 Diagonal spar
28 Deteriorate
33 Prevallng

weathers,
poetlcally
35
36
37
38
40
41
42
43

45
48

49

Location
Tavern drink

Rank
Auto model
Olva's song
Devoured
Turner of films
Kind of
deodorant
Poems about
rural ltte
Histories
Arabian city

50 At that time

52 Slanted type
styte
55 PSAT taker
59 Sport
60 More scarce
62 Italian money
63 Sign
64 Fragrances
65 SmaN amount
66 Camping item
67 Moistens
68 •- well that
ends weir
DOWN
1 Palo -, CA

2 Give for a while
3 Extra
4 Never

5 Oklahoman
6 Calumet

0

J\,

0

.

C 1987 Tlba'le Media S.MON, Inc.

II

Allrigl,11_._.

7 PeerGynt's
mother

8 Noteworthy, as

a day

9 Uses all four
10 Sacred
11 Gifted
12 Bose or Bartlett
14 School dance
20 Point on a scale
22 - vera
24 Cutoff
25 Get rid of
26 Rlodela27 Ceremonies
29 Commonplace
30 House of Lords
members
31 George or T.S.
32 School officials
34 Scrawny person
39 - even keel
40 "Hawkeye•
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42 CAchy

55 Certain gait
47 PIiots
56 Daughter
51 Towel word
52 · - plenty o'- .. .' 57 Of an epoch

44 Store sign
46 Ability

53 Domesticate
54 So be it

58 Butts

61 Fruit drink

The Center for International Studies at UTPA announces its first summer Spanish program in Madrid, Spain in conjunction with the state
University of New York, Farmingdale, New York.
Courses available are:
a.)

Beginning, Intermediate and Advanced
Spanish and Culture

b.)

Anthropology, Art, and International Business

Classes will be held at the Center for International Studies in Madrid,
Spain. Participants live in private homes, with two daily meals
available.
Total Cost:

$2,776
Includes all instructions, room and board;
and transportation from McAllen to Madrid,
Spain. Price of flight may vary; thus total
cost is approximate.

GREandLSAT
Preparation courses.
Classes forming
now! Private tutoring
available.
210-381-3573.

ALASKA SUMMER
Employment.
Fishing Industry. Learn how
students c a n m ake up to
$2,850/mo. + be nefits (room &
board/transportatio n). Call
800-207-5365 Ext.A 58631.CNe
are a research & publishing
company)

THIS SPACE
AVAILABLE
FOR YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD
CAS 170

Deadline Noon
Friday

It pays
to advertise
in
The Pan American
Classified Section

PIONEER HIGH
POWER DIGITAL
AM/FM CASSETTE
WITH DETACHABLE
FACE. $75. 0.8.0.
CALL JOE 584-3432.

TASPITOEFL
/ACT/SAT
Preparation courses.
Classes forming now!
Private tutoring available.
210-381-3573.

23

Lady Bronc tennis vs.
University of Mary Hardin-Baylor at
1 p.m. at Cox tennis courts.

2

0 Mandatory academic advisement under way until March 27 for
Summer sessions and Fall semester.
Make an appointment with your advisor in your major department.

20

Philosophy Club meets at
Noon in LA 101 or 111. Speaker: John
Bokina. Topic: "Contemporary Right
Wing Militas."

2 0 History club move, All the
King's Men, 7 p.m., LA 101.
2

0 Latina Student Organization
meets at Noon in LA 125. Speaker:
Penelope Adair. Topic: "Medival
Women."

2 I

El Sexto Sol de MEChA
hosts the 1997 Chicano Film Festival
from Noon to 10 p.m. in the Media
Theater.

22

MBA Toastmasters Club
meets at 10 a.m. in BA 113.
Men and women's track
teams host the UT Pan American track
meet.

Innis at Clark Gallery in Fine Arts
Complex through April 4.

23

UTPA Dance Ensemble
Spring Dance Concert at 2 p.m. in the
Fine Arts auditorium.

2 4 Phone registration for Summer
and Fall sessions begins and lasts
through June 27.

25

UTPA Band concert at 8 p.m.
in Fine Arts Auditorium.

2 8- 2 9

2 9 Percussion Ensemble concert
at 8 p.m. in Fine Arts Auditorium.

2 9 Bronc baseball vs Lamar
University at 4 p.m in Ramsey
Stadium. (Two games.)

30

Munn's studio recital at 3 p.m.
Recital Hall.
103
in FC

Men and Women's Chorus concert at 8 p.m. in FC 102 Recital Hall.

f Deadline for 2-year ROTC and
National Guard scholarship applications. Apply at Southwick Hall Room
207.

I Gamma Beta Phi election of officers Noon LA 111.
3

Comedian Mark Britten at Noon
in the University Circle.

3

History club move, Alexander

Nevsky, 7 p.m., LA 101.

Bronc baseball vs Lamar
University at 1 p.m in Ramsey
Stadium.

a

I Military Day at UTPA will
feature a helicopter and other military
equipment at the Science Quad.

I 2 Guest artist, 17-year-old
Angela Chen at 3 p.m. in Recital Hall
FC 103.
I5

String Ensemble concert at 8
Hall FC 103.
Recital
p.m. in

20

History Movie Night: All the
King's men. 7 p.m., LA 101.

24-26 Musical "Dragons"
joint production of the Music Dept.
and University Theatre at 8 p.m. in the
Fine Arts Auditorium.

29

UTPA Choir concert at 8 p·.m.
in Fine Arts Auditorium.

5

UTPA Alumni Association annual
Fiesta Pan American auction at 7 p.m.
in the University Ballroom.

6 Faculty Chamber Music recital at
3 p.m. in FC 103 Recital Hall.

30

3 I

I

Easter Holidays.

No classes.

22
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8

Senior recital George Michael,
saxophone at 8 p.m. in Recital Hall FC
103.

If your club or organization
' has an upcoming campus
event . The Pan American
would like to post it in the
Calendar. Send it to CAS 170
by Noon Friday.

Senior art exhibit by Kristy

---· t
-·----t·-AK'S SPORTS PUB
Flamingo Plaza • 1700 North 10th, Suite K • McAllen, Texas 78501

$30 PER SEME STER FOR A
STUD ENT UNIO N BOLD ING
IS IT WORT H IT?

(210) 618-4611
Billiards • Big Screen TV • Darts
WEDNE SDAY NITES
DART & POOL TOURN AMENT

.
Live Entertainment •
Every Weekend ~
~IJ'O©l&iW IMl&ilf©!ii:l ~'il &i ~UMIJ'@l&iW IMJ&ilf©!ii:l ~

c ·N:Al! ,8':!¥..E:A !

VOTE NO!!!
MARCH 25 & 26.
MUST THE STUDENTS
ALWAYS BEAR .THE BURDEN
OF WHAT ADMINISTRATION
WANTS?
Paid /or by Jose Rodriguez

NEWS
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Clinton seeks an "army of tutors"
(CPS) SAN FRANCISCO-Why can't Johnny read? Because he doesn't
know the alphabet. At least that's what 24-year-old Jennipher Zeffaro discovered when she tutored a first-grade class in Hayward, Calif. "A couple of kids
were really far behind," .recalled Zeffaro, a senior at San Francisco State
University. 'They didn't even know their alphabets so they certainly couldn't
read at a first-grade level."
Zeffaro, who wants to be an elementary school teacher, said she tried all she
could to help the two children Tuesday and Thursday mornings, her scheduled
days to volunteer. "One child improved, the other had too many behavioral
problems," Zeffaro said.
In fact, some 40 percent of American children are not reading at their age
level by the end of third grade. By working as a tutor, Zeffaro spent last semester doing what President Clinton wants to see duplicated nationwide in
September.
The President said he hopes to enlist 100,000 college students in his "army
of tutors" to help combat literacy problems in America. But unlike case of
Zeffaro-who was strictly a volunteer-Clinton seeks to tap into college workstudy funds to pay students who get involved with the tutor program. Last fall,
Congress boosted college work-study funds 35 percent to $830 million, creating 250,000 new work-study positions for the 1997-98 academic year.
Clinton is asking, not mandating, that schools use at least 50 percent of the
new money to implement the college tutoring plan, called "America Reads
Challenge." While schools are not required to use the funds to set up student
tutor programs, they do have a financial incentive to comply. That's because
under current work-study rules, schools receive 75 percent of the wages for a
work-study student from the federal government, but must match the remaining 25 percent. The federal government would pick up the full tab when workstudy students are placed as reading tutors for children.
In all, more than 70 universities have pledged to participate in the "America
Reads" program. Aside from devoting a portion of work-study funds to pay for
reading tutors, the universities must agree to encourage students who aren't in

the work-study program to also volunteer. While many universities are content
to accept additional work-study funds with no federal mandates about how to
run the tutoring program, some educators are concerned about whether the program will truly work.
'We are all very concerned about how far they expect the tutors to go in
what is a pretty highly skilled role," said Mary Bergan, president of the
California Federation of Teachers. "It would take more than 100,000 adults or
half-way grown-ups to take on the role," Bergan added.
College students also may have to grapple with the controversial issue of
what's the best method for teaching reading, says Marsha Nye-Adler, an education specialist at San Francisco State. "Will it be the higher education phonics
approach? Universities need to know what the [public elementary] schools in
the area are using [to teach children]," she said. Then, they should follow the
school's lead.
Even if students are clear on the appropriate reading method, the Clinton
program expects too much of college students, says Jennifer Schindler, principal of El Vista Elementary School in Modesto, Calif. "To require students to
do this work is a bit much," said Schindler, who employs four tutors who are
certified teachers. "I'm not putting down volunteerism-we work with volunteers-but you get what you pay for. I don't think that's what's going to take
care of our literacy problem."
But the program can work, insists San Francisco State's Nye-Adler. 'There
are no [federal] requirements, no guidelines, nothing. So universities will organize their programs in the way that they see fit," she said.
Zeffaro, the San Francisco State senior, says college students can make a difference. "I guess any way you can get people into the cla sroom to help these
kids would be good," she said. But she said not every student is cut out to be a
tutor. 'There are certain people who don't belong in a classroom helping kids,"
Zeffaro said. ''They're the ones in it for the money. I tutored because I was
really interested in being in the classroom helping kids."

--------------------,

I Would You Uke To Be Paid to Study? 1
I ctlNk out a MW courN off9Nd by Alpha Plalmal I
I
I
Hours
I Course Description
I
I
I

Provide Plasma to earn extra
cash and save lives.

7 days a week
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

I
I

Prerequsite

:

I
I

1)Need extra
income.
2)Willingness to
provide a product
that others need
3)Knowledge that
you can not get
AIDS from giving
plasma.

I
I

I

I
I

Expected Result
Extra money(up to $100 in 2
wks) Good grades & the
satisfaction of knowing you
have provided a product that
might help save a life.

Time
Approximately
2 hours a week.

chJng.,d more than his hair .
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I
I
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Beginning Thi& march
In Sup11PF'miln ..1z3

Late
Night

I

: FIRST DONATION - $20 With student
1 I. D. Up to $100 In Just two weeksI
I Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
I
and study whlle donating. h's llke
I
I
being paid to study!
I
I
ALPHA PLASMA CENTER
I
I 102 S. 16th Street
McAllen 682-4159

UJP ' VP

I

: Requirements
Age: 18 to 69
Weight: 110 lbs. min
Good Health
Student I.D.
No history of Hepatitus

Jh,.._ t,m ..

ilnd Continuing In ,
Thi! Rdvl!!nturl!!s
of Supl!!rman .

Copies

Rctlon Comics _

....__.,....____ Jut Brine ID
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:Self Serve Copies :

,- - -------- -------. -
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:31,2 n u·.
I
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11·~ Whll91ond:

Coupon bpiNI 6/31/97

Th ■

Sup•rman s:
man af Steel .
and

Superman,
The man of Tomorrow .

I
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Color Cople• • Bindinc
IBM & 41 Desktop Publishing
Ph (2IO;M8i>600 • Fc1<(210;6681818
J 131 N J ,Jfti SI • Nc,rtt1cross Cenher
l,~cAllen TX 7850.i

f.AHTASY R.OLE PLAYIHG GAMES
COMICS & R.ELATED ITEMS
1-6()(}})1-}104 'J 'I.
·
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J000 H. 1 0 t ~
----------....,..,..,--------------------1 McAllen Texas 7&501

SIIBSCJUPTIOH SER.VICI
SPECIAL OR.DER.S

~

•

~ 210/6&7-)104
Office & fax
Helgi Davis
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Which Sp an ish do yo u sp ea k ?
Rita Castro

The PAN AMERI CAN
Along both sides of the Rio Grande, the people have taken from the English
and Spanish to create and blend the language and culture referred to as TexMex or Tejano. Other names used when referring to the language along the area
include Spanish- English, Chicano, Pocho, Calo, and Spanglish. The term to use
remains each person's option.
It's a cultural distinction to have a mixing of English and Spanish. The combining of English and Spanish is not uncomm on in people's conversation.
Two friends can be discussin g an upcoming event. One may say, I am going to
a party. (Voy ir al party.) The other responds, Okay, I'll see you there. (Bueno,
alli nos watcham os.)
Accordin g to Dr. Hugo Mejias, Spanish Linguistics, "In every country in the
world the language spoken can be formal, informal or mixed. If someone from
Argentin a comes to the Valley, he will hear informal or mixed Spanish. The
same thing will happen if someone goes to Argentina."
Mejias said that the language spoken in South Texas is mainly informal
because of the lack of formal teaching. "For hundreds of years, the non-existence of universities prevente d the Spanish inhabitants from acquiring the formal Spanish, " Mejias said. He adds that "The people of the area have a vocabulary that was influence d by the Spanish and the Indian language known as
Nahuatl. "
Mejias and Pamela L. Anderso n co-wrote "Attitude Toward Use of Spanish
on the South Texas Border". In their studies, they found that Spanish has
remained the dominan t language among the people of the Rio Grande Valley.
Their studies attribute the continuo us influx of immigration into the area as one
factor.
The students and professionals studied by Mejias and Anderson were found
to have significa nt differences in their attitudes toward language
maintena nce(LM) . "Students were less enthusiastic about LM than the professionals and others." However, though the students and professionals claim to
want to maintain their language, they did not rate commun ication in Spanish
shows, movies, T.V., radio and publications high in importance. The studies

Dr. Hugo Mejias has co-authored a text on the attitudes and uses of the
Spanish language along the border area.

indicate that students and professionals see English as positive but not favorable. While Spanish remains favorable and positive.
"I see that the language remains a great source of study by scholars who
come to write their ~esis and articles," said Mejias. "Why do people feel that 8
million people are uneducat ed?" Mejias adds, "This is the United States and
this is a very visible area."
While linguists continue to study the culture and language along the border
of Texas- Mexico, under the heading of Tex-Mex many popular magazines in
the United States advertise recipes.
Also groups of musicians play at Tex-Mex or Tejano nightclubs found as far
as New York. Tex-Mex has become popular due to the ability of musicians to
sing in country, pop, rock, and rap. The blending of words from English and
Spanish are used in the names of foods eaten, the language spoken and lyrics in
songs played by both English and Spanish stations. Slowly, Tex-Mex has
reached beyond the border.

MEChA to ho st Chicano Film Festival
Pedro Torres
The PAN AMERI CAN
This weekend a campus organization will give a new meaning to the phrase
"Lights. Camera. Action."
El Sexto Sol de M.E.Ch. A. will host its 4th Annual Chicano Film Festival
Friday and Saturday at the UTPA Media Theatre. Admission to this event is free
to the public.
Featured in the event will be actor-producer-director Efrain Gutierrez, considered as the Father of Chicano Cinematography. Gutierrez is expected to attend
the bowing of his 1976 film, "Please Don't Bury Me Alive." This film paved
the way to Chicano and Latino cinemato graphy in the United States.
According to Raul Valdez, presiden t of El Movimie nto Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztlan (M.E.Ch .A.), this year's festival will include a series of workshops for
student who are interested in the field of cinematography. "We will offer a
serie of worksho p featuring independent filmmakers such as Fred Garcia,
director of "Pain Flower" and students are encouraged to participate through discus ion," aid Valdez.
Student who attend the Chicano Film Festival will have the opportunity to
learn more about the field of cinematography, as well as independ ent film making. Movies like Gutierre z's "Please Don't Bury Me Alive" marked the beginning of Chicano independent film making in the United States. Despite the many
ob tacle that Gutierre z had to face during the making of this movie, its premier

in 1976 proved to be a success.
A recent example of Hispanic cinematographers who have had success with
independ ent films include Robert Rodriguez, creator of "El Mariachi " and
"Despera do." The success of his first film, "El Mariachi ," has earned him a reputation in the cinema industry.
M.E.Ch. A.'s 1997 Chicano Film Festival realizes the contributions Chicanos
can have on cinematography, that is why the event will feature more than films
and guest speakers. Speakers in the event will highlight the lack of participation
Chicano artists have had in the film and television industry.
"There are very few of us on television; no sitcoms are aired to represen t our
people ... Our appearances on television is less today than it was in the l 950's,"
stated Valdez.
Indeed the comments issued by Valdez have been echoed to other parts of the
country in the voice of public figures. Recently, U.S. Rep. Solomon Ortiz and
some Hispanic actors, including Jimmy Smits, formed a national task force to
urge Hollywo od to hire more Hispanics.
While some organizations seek in politics a solution to the problem,
M.E.Ch.A. will focus its attention on the movie industry. Valdez believes that
the best way to have more Chicano exposure in the media is by encouraging
independ ent film makers to learn more about the industry of cinematography.
"Once we understand there is a lack of Chicanos in film and movies, independent film makers will be more than willing to expose their work," concluded
Valdez.

ENTERTAINMENT
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Paz wins 1997 NICHE
Stude nt Award
Ramiro Paz, Jr.. Spanish Graduate and art minor. received the 1997 NICHE
Student Award in the category of Ceramics: Decorative for hi work entitled, 'El
Trompo (TOP).' The award is sponsored by NICHE, a trade publication for retailers of American crafts, and the winners were announced at a ceremony held on

February 16 at Philadelphia.

It been almost two years since the death of Selena Quintanilla Perez
hook the Tejano mu ic cene. The inging en ation, ha been kept
alive for the pa t two year through a serie of about eight unauthorized biographie , and several magazine tribute , including People in
which only two other individuals in the hi tory of the magazine have
hared uch limelight. The response to the e events ha been recordmaking and not to mention, money-making.
Even after her death, Selena's record ales have been phenomenal.
And just when people around the nation have begun to ask, "Selena,
who?" Warner Brothers launches what will become more than just
Selena's ultimate immortalization. Selena, written and produced by
Gregory Nava, starring Jennifer Lopez, and Rio Grande Valley re ident
Rebecca Lee Meza, is scheduled for national release this Friday,
March 21.
The release of the motion picture is the latest attempt by Hollywood
to recognize a talented entertainer and an attempt to appease the many
fans who's star was violently revoked. More importantly, Selena will
prove to be a pivotal film, determining how Hollywood will see the
Hispanic market in the U.S. Many peculate Selena will act as a
gauge and if it loo es at the box office. the Hi panic community of 28
million with an estimated purchasing power in the hundreds of billions
of dollars will also loo e any chance it had to see more films based on
it own culture.
And if Selena's fans thought the tension couldn't get any higher, a
new book about the lain Tejano singer ha emerged amid t the movie
mania. Selena' Secrets, written by Univi ion's Primer lmpacto's
Maria Celeste Arraras, claims to reveal the secret affair between
Selena and a Mexican doctor. The affair and other hocking revelations are based on what Selena's convicted killer, Yolanda Saldivar,
told Arrara during an interview.
Abraham Quintanilla, Selena's father, ha criticized and denied all of
the accu ation regarding her daughter's alleged aftair and says
aldivar only wi hes to de troy hi daughter' character. As for the
movie. it oundtrack i elling like expected, through the roof, containing previously unrelea ed di co and cumbia medleys. The take
couldn't get any higher for the national relea e of Selena, the story of a
23 year old singer about to explode on mainstream music after her succe sful cro sover from Tejano music. All that is left to be een i how
many of Selena's fans admire her now on the big screen as they did
two years ago on the stage.

-Joe Lara

This award is significant to Paz. "I wac; honored by this distinction," . aid Paz.
who only submitted two pieces to the international event. ''This is an event where
numerous arti ts compete, and to be announced as one of the winners is quite an
honor." he aid.
Ramiro· work competed against other participants from acros the United
State and Canada. He was the only participant from the state of Texa to be
awarded in this year's
event.
Profe or Richard
Hyslin. ceramic.
instructor at the UTPA
rut department, shares
the joy of hi tudent.
"Ramiro is hard working and dedicated. He
has both ability and
talent," said
Hyslin. who admits
that this award reflects
the type of quality art
tudents can achieve
in their works.
Ramiro Paz wu named the new director of UTPA'a galleries

"The quality of Ramiro's work js supported by a national publication, and thi.
represent a top honor. It is also good for the university. since he wa the only
recipient from the state of Texas." Hyslin aid.
Founded in 1990, the NICHE Awards recognize the creative achievements of
American and Canadian craft artist who produce work for craft galleries and
retail stores.
The NICHE Student Awards program began in 1996. Judging criteria are based
on three main distinctions: technical excellence and creativity, both in surface
design and form; market viability of the work; and a di tinct quality of unique and
original thought.
Ramiro' award-winning piece, 'El Trompo,' will appear in the pages of
ICHE, which is a trade magazine that reaches thou ands of crafts and ga1Jery
retailer. nationwide. This wilJ give Paz the opportunity to promote his work in
various art galleries aero s the country.
The artist. who recently exhibited his work at the CAS Art Gallery, said that his
piece was the product of a childhood memory. "El Trompo wa in pired by the
spinning tops with which I played during my childhood,'' said Paz. Although
today, this symbolizes a material manife tation of the balance human should
achieve in their lives.
Paz was recently named the director of the university art galleries. Thi position
was vacant after the former director re igned in late February. ow. Paz has the
responsibility of managing tho e same gallerie. where he once displayed his
works.
Upon receiving the ICHE Award, Paz has plans of featuring his work in other
similar event ·. Hi next step i to participate in the upcoming Rio Fest. to be held
in Harlingen. Here, Ramiro will have the opportunity to pre ent his ceramic
pieces, including 'El Trompo.• Other events include submitting hi work in a competition to take place at the Riverside Community College in California, as well a.
another art show scheduled to take place in Lincoln, California.

. -Pedro Torres
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We, the undersigned, support a student union fee for the cpnstz:µetion and operation
of a Student Union Building at The University of T~ Ptin America n.
••

Adam Abugri - FIRBA
Monica Alcala - Criminal Justice Club
Abel Alonzo - Student
Christy Andresano - Donn Resident
Karina Aranda - Student
Sonia Arce - Laplacian Soc. ofMathem.
Gloria Arismendi -Anthropology Club
Marissa M. Arispe - UPB
John Arriola - Phi Sigma Kappa
Miguel R. Ayala- Young Democrats
Rachel Ayala - Science & Engineering
Joaquin Barreiro - Student
Oscar Barrera - Political Science Assoc.
Renato Barrera - Student
Nancy Benavides - Student
Juan Benavidez - Science & Engineering
Cindy Blocker - Bacchus/Gamma
Earl Bolander - Phi Sigma Kappa
Eric Browne - Pre-law Society
Cynthia Cano - Donn Resident
Mary Cano - Student
Olga Cano - Student
Rene Cantu - Phi Sigma Kappa/SIFE
Victor Cardenas - Phi Sigma Kappa
Griselda Cardona - Criminal Justice Club
Ana Cannona - UPB
Willie Carriaga - Alpha Kappa Psi
Laura Carrera - Young Democrats, PSA
Arturo Castaneda - Student
Martin Castillo - Rec Room Student Mgr.
Rocio Castillo - Dorm Resident
Shana Castillo -Delta Zeta, Anthrop. Club
Celina Cavaz.os - Student
Esteban Cavazos - UPB
Maribel Cazares - Student
Veronica Chavez -Science & Engineering
Olga L. Cienega - Criminal Justice Club
Rey Cisneros - Pre-Jaw Society
Claudia Correa - Student
Eduardo Cuellar - Criminal Justice Club
Nikki Cujkoski - Bacchus/Gamma
Luis A. De Anda - Criminal Justice Club
Kiki de la Fuente - SGA, Dorm Resident
Blas A. de la Garu - Student
Kristy de la Garza - Science & Engr.
Darnell de Roulac - Phi Sigma Kappa
Maya del Angel - Dorm Resident
Monica Dimas - UPB
Melissa Flores - Student
J. Franco - Circulo Literario
Sonia Fuentes - Student
Dalia G. Galicia - Student
Xavier Garcia-Rojas - Science & Engr.
Dalinda Garcia - UPB
Irma Garcia - Laplacian Soc. of Mathern.

Laura A. Garcia - Dorm Resident
Paula Garcia - Circulo Literario
Robert Garcia - SGA
Gisela Garz.a - Science & Engineering
Heman Garu - Phi Sigma Kappa
Isabel C. Garza - FIRBA
Ismael Garza- GLOBAL
Karen Garza - Dorm Resident
Siomara Garza - Student
Aissa Gines - UPB
Irene Gonzales - Student
Dora Gonulez - UPB
Ernesto J. Gonzalez- FIRBA
Ruben Gonz.alez - SGA
George Guajardo - SGA
Ariel Guerra - Student
Lupita Guerra - AMA
Vanessa Guerra - Science & Engineering
Magda Guzman - Student
Pat Hales - Pre-law Society
Elisa Hernandez - Science & Engineering
Fabian Hernandez - Phi Sigma Kappa
Elda Hinojosa -Laplacian Soc. of Math.
Greg Houston -Assoc. of Clin. Lab Sci.
Jeff Huerta - Student
Torrey Huerta- Gamma Beta Phi
Alex Jara - Circulo Literario
David Jimenez - Science & Engineering
Jaime Jimenez - Student
Denice Kemp - Pre-law Society
Lee Keyes - SGA
Earl Lane - Phi Sigma Kappa
Cindy Lara- Bacchus/Gamma, Dorm Res.
Isla R. Lara - Science & Engineering
Kim Lara - Bacchus/Gamma, RHA
Hector Leal - UPB
Sandra E. Leal - FIRBA
Stacy Leal - SGA
Yvonne Leija- Science & Engineering
Angie Lemus -Social Work Stu. Assoc.
Marissa Lindsey - Pre-law Society
Robert Lizcano - Young Democrats, PSA
Kathia Longoria - UPB
Bettie Lopez - Criminal Justice Club
Bob Lopez - Phi Sigma Kappa
Maria G. Luna- Science & Engineering
Mariano Manzano Ill - Phi Sigma Kappa
Ramon Martinez- Criminal Justice Club
Kenneth McClain - Dorm Resident
Judy Melchor - UPB
Liu Melchor - UPB
Ebed Melec - Student
Alex Miranda - Phi Sigma Kappa, AMA
Susan Morales - Donn Resident
Bill Morley - Student
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Gabriela Moreno - FIRBA
Milton Moreno - Criminal Justice Club
Sarith Narro - Student
Carlton T. Nelson - SGA
Rebecca Ann Obregon - Delta Zeta
Melissa Ochoa - Science & Engineering
Nellie Ochoa - Dorm Resident
James Ogle - SGA
Ana Olivarez - FIRBA
Angela M. Olivarez - Student
Noe Olvera - Science & Engineering
Belinda Ortiz - Social Work Stu. Assoc.
Jovanna Pena - Science & Engineering
Jula> Perez -~cience & Engineering
Mu;: Perez -,cience & Engineering
Jeff'Pierce .Sdence & Engineering
A'\t>erro Aaron Ponce - Phi Sigma Kappa
ras~n Powell - SGA
Angela Proctor - Anthropology Club
Gerardo Pulido - Student
Barbara T. Ramirez - Student
Maria Reyes - Student
Maru A. Reyes - Student
Robert Reyna - Criminal Justice Club
Andreana Rivera- Science & Engineering
Gerardo Rodriguez-Criminal Justice Club
Jose A. Rodriguez - Pre-law Society
Marco Rodriguez - Student
Omar Rodriguez - Science & Engineering
Melissa Saldivar- Socal Work Stu. Assoc.
John Salinas - Laplacian Soc. of Mathern.
Monica Salinas - Student
Rico Salinas - Student
Xavier Salinas - Athlete
Mabel Sanchez - Criminal Justice Club
Melissa Santos - Laplacian Soc. of Math.
Cassandra Sauceda - Student
Alinor Stephens - Donn Resident
Casey Swanson - Donn Resident
Daniel Tijerina - Political Science Assoc.
Javier Trevino - Student
Monica Trevino - SGA
Anthony Vasquez- Student
Mari Vasquez - FIRBA
Carolina Velasquez- SGA
Hector Villarreal - Laplac. Soc. of Math.
Daphne Walker- Criminal Justice Club
Sabrina Walker-Pre-law Society
Leah Daye White - Delta Ze~
Helen D. Wiesehan - FIRBA
Timothy Yameogo - Dorm Resident
Gene Ybanez - Circulo Literario
Eloy Ysquierdo - Science & Engineering
Mark A. Zapata - Student
Adriana Zecca-Ortiz - Circulo Literario

Vote for the future of our school - vote YES on the Student ll..nion ]J_uilding March 25 & 26! ! !
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Trevino named
Sun Belt Conference
Pitcher of the Week

No Sports Scheduled

Bronc Notes

Friday, March 21
Men's Tennis at Trinity
San Antonio 3 p.m.

Saturday, March 22
UTPA Track and Field Open- 8 a.m
Women's Tennis vs. U. of Mary
Hardin-Baylor Cox's Tennis
Stadium - 1 p.m.
Baseball at New Orleans - 1 p.m.
Men's Tennis at Southwest Texas
State - 10 a.m.

Sunday, March 23
Men's Tennis vs. U. of Mary
Hardin -Baylor
Cox's Tennis Stadium - 12 noon
Baseball at New Orleans - 1 p.m.
( two games)

Kiki Trevino, senior righthander for UTPA, was named
Wdson Sun Belt Pitcher of the Week by the 10-university
conference Monday for blanking South Alabama, 6 -0.
Trevino became UTPA's first male athlete chosen as a
performer of the week this year. The 5-foot-11. four year
veteran who is from Alamo, held South Alabama to three
hits in nine innings. Quite a feat when you consider that
South Alabama is the favorite to win the conference, while
UTPA was picked last by the coaches in their preseason
poll.
Trevino is off to a 4-2 start, while the Broncs ~e tied for
fourth place in the conference with a 3-3 record. 16-11
overall. In the game against South Alabama, Trevino
truck out eight, walked two. and hit four with pitches.
The UTPA victory ended the 10-game winning ·treak of
the prcseason darlings.
The Broncs next face off against New Orleans this
weekend, with a doubleheader scheduled for Sunday.

Volleyball team rebuilds
with junior c_o llege stars
The Bronc volleyball team, in the process of rebuilding their quad. took one step closer by signing two
Junior College standouts from California. First Team All-American etter Miya Shimada from Lakewood,
California and out ide hitter Heather Goodman of Squaw Valley, California.
The Bronc" who finished last season with a school record of 19-15, lost six seniors to graduation and will
look for Shimada and Goodman to provide an immediate impact to their line-up thi fall.
Shimada, a 5-6 etter, led her team to the South Coast Conference championships and was awarded the
honor of Conference Co-Player of the Year Honors. In addition to her athletic talents, Shimada was a member
of the Dean's List in 1995.
''This young lady will definitely bring consistency to our offense," said head coach Oscar Segovia. "Her
experience will add maturity and finesse to our X's and O's."
Goodman, a 5-9 out ide hitter, is a two time AU Central Valley Conference selection. Last season she was
named to the All Northern California Regional Team. In 1995, she led her team to the California State championships and was selected to the All Tournament team. As a two time team MVP and Co-captain, Goodman
was named Kings River Community College Female Athlete of the Year in 1995.
"Heather will add a tremendous amount of ball control to our team both offensively and defensively," said
coach Segovia " She is an explosive player and plays the game with a lot of intensity which is something we
need to replace with the loss of our seniors. With her level of success and experience, she will bring a winning attitude to our program."
With the potential of these new recruits, and the possibilities of the other members, the BTOncs have much
to look forward in their time of rebuilding as they hope to capitalize on the success of last season's performanqe.
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MPO TRANS PORTA TION
PLANN ER I
Student S ecial

• Large t Aerobic Room
• Free Weights
• Exerci e Machine
• Cardio Room

$23,500-27,000

s3onfo~h

REQUIREMENTS:
B.A. or B.S. Degree in City planning,
Civil Engineering, Geography, or
related field and two year experience. Advanced degree can be sub-

co~t~act

701 Closner
Edinbur g • 316-163 0

stituted for experience. Emphasis
Transportation Planning.
REQUIRED: Resume & Cover letter
DEADLINE: April 11, 1997
CONTACT:
Edward L. Molitor
LRGVDC
311 N. 15th &treet
McAllen, TX 78501
(210) 682-3481
Equal Opportunity Employer

• Color Copies • Posters
• Copies
• Booklets • Compute r Rental
• Laser Printing • Desktop Publishing
• Banners • Best Prices! ! !
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STUDENT CALLERS

Try the E-Z way to Fast Cash
Not A Fina nce Co~ pan y

Bright, articulate people needed to
phone UT Pan Am graduate
and raise money for theAnnual Fund.
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GREAT BENEFITS!
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Starting wage i $4.75 per hour with top
producer earning $6.00 per hour.

No Cre dit Ch eck
MTTF- 9 - 6
SAT- 9 - 5
W & SUN - CLOSE D

SET YOUR OWN SCHEDULE
Mo t caller will work
a maximum of three nights.

EZ -C AS H
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Apply at UC 108

3115 S. Clos ner • Edin burg

3 8 3-4 40 8
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DOUBLE YOUR DOLLARS AT

"Our Name Says ft Alt"

a second one
1 Buy one chicken dinner and get
I FREE during the month of March with this
coupon and your student I.D. card.
I

L------- --------- -----J

kinko•s

the copy center

UTPA Students,
If you want a voice in
Student Government

LATE NIGHT COPIES

8:00PM till Midnight /
Just Bring in this Coupon for

s;1e 3
Copies

VOTEF OR

1

/ 2¢ t)
c~~~~~ ~~~~ke~h~; ~7;1
3

Color Copies • Binding
IBM & • Desktop Publishing
i

Open 24 HOURS • 7 Day~ a \\leek
1001 :-i. !0th Sr.• :\lcAlk n. TX
(210) 682-4040 • fax(2 IOJ <,82-.:+0 13

..

EASY CHECK CASHING

Ruben Gonzalez,

"Our Name Says It All•

601 S. Bus. 281
Edinburg, TX
fax ($1.00 per page), copies,
cashed,
Checks
envelopes, gas payments,
stamps,
Union,
Western
money orders 29¢ or up to ten FREE when
cashing a check.

Jr.

Student Government Association

SENATOR
for the
College of Health & Human Services
March 25 & 26, 1997

l n i , e r s i d a d A u t on o m a d c G u a d a I a j a r a
1

· School of llll'd1c11w
!he UAG. localed n Ire secoo:1 llnl irrpa'CJ\I oty n Mexco. is tne IO'gesl CJ\d ddesl
pivote IJ1Vel9ty N1 the COIi' ry Qf l\lllMCll piovdes 521.C'degoooo:e piogoms crd 49
pa1 godJote piog<m. 11hch i1cWe !pedci11es. masleis degees crd doctaoles
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
With more than three decades graduating US physicians. offers:
• Two entering classes per year: January and August
• Rolling admissions policy
• Direct clinical expenence with patients beginning first semester
• Bilingual education during the first two years (School of Medicine only)
• On-s11e medical education complex with two teaching hospitals
• Intensive fourth semester USMLE step I review
• Fourth year rotations at UAG-affiliated U.S. teaching hospitals
• Physicians graduates are bilingual and bicultural
• Tuition remains level throughout course study
• Federal Family Education Loan Program available
• New York Sta!e Education Depanment approval

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
Student Discount Card
7:00 A.M. • IO: P.M.
~ The University of Texas~ ran America
(Sun ,. Thurs)
We Honor

7:00 A.M. ,. Midnight
(Fri ft Sat)

F01 1T101e infoonotion. pleole col our tol,-hee nunbe,

800-531 -5494
omc. tn !ht U.S.A.:
• 8801 Callachan Rd. San Antonio, 1.... 71130 • (l10) J66.161l • ltpl!wl..«.nd • ,...,._sdluq.m• •

t:DINBURG

321 \V. UNIVt.:RSITY DR.

383-0521

I
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Campus Elections March 25-26
Ballot Positions

Polling Hours

1997-98

&
Locations

Publications Committee
George Anthony Guajardo

SGA PresidenWice President
Monica M. Trevino/Carlton T. Nelson
Romeo J. Diaz/James M. Ogle

March 25-26., 1997

Student Rights Committee
Ruben Gonzalez, Jr.

Senator-Liberal & Performing Arts
Carlton T. Nelson

University Center
Library

5:00 · 7:00
CAS
9:00 • 1:00
LA
9:30 · 1:00
The above locations will have polls
open on both days.

UPB President
Dalinda Garcia

Senator-Business Administration
Fernando L. Barreto

UPB Vice President
Esteban Cavazos

Senator At Large
George Anthony Guajardo
Jason A. Powell
James M. Ogle

11:30-2:00
10:00-2:00

Women's Residence
Hall

"01t.

Senator-Science & Engineering
Christina "Kiki" de la Fuente

The WRH will have polls open on
Tuesday.

DON'T FORGET:

Senator-Health Science & Human
Services
Ruben Gonzalez, Jr.
Sandra M. Gonzalez

11 :00 • 2:00

5:00- 7:00

Men's Residence
Hall

The STUDENT UNION
referendum in also on the
ballot.

11 :00 • 2:00

5:00- 7:00

Polls will only be open on
Wednesday in the MRH.

Senator-Graduate School
Romeo J. Diaz
Senator-Social & Behavioral Sclellce
Desiree Mendez
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Applications available in tudent Publications Office
Dead ine: Noon, April 1
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